The Van Leer Jerusalem Institute invites you to a seminar with

Prof. Irus Braverman
Living on Coral Time: Debating Conservation in the Anthropocene
This seminar captures a key moment in the history of coral reef science and of nature
conservation in general. Drawing on more than one hundred interviews, Braverman will discuss
the physical, intellectual, and emotional plight of coral scientists and their painstaking
deliberations as they struggle to understand and save corals from a catastrophic future on a
rapidly warming and otherwise assaulted planet. Coral scientists from around the world emerge
here not only as harbingers of doom and as messengers of hope but, perhaps more importantly,
as humans facing an existential crisis. Their task is tough: They must witness the death of their
beloved corals and at the same time narrate this death to the world. They must be careful not to
sound too gloomy, lest their warnings be labeled alarmist, nor too hopeful, lest they be dismissed
as Pollyannas, or even as denialists. Finally, all this is happening in the face of what many coral
scientists experience as a lack of interest in coral death and its causes on the part of the general
public and certain prominent politicians. Yet despite the desperate realities corals face in the
Anthropocene, coral scientists have not given up hope. Through their engaging narratives, corals
emerge as a sign, a measure, and a way out of the imminent catastrophe of life on earth.
Irus Braverman is a professor of law and an adjunct professor of geography at University at
Buffalo, The State University of New York. She is the author of Planted Flags: Trees, Land, and
Law in Israel/Palestine (2009); Zooland: The Institution of Captivity (2012); and Wild Life: The
Institution of Nature (2015). Braverman is currently working on the monograph Coral
Whisperers: Scientists on the Brink (forthcoming, University of California Press).

On Sunday, February 18, 2018, 14:00–16:00
At the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute (Polonsky Academy, Room 207)
43 Jabotinsky St., Jerusalem Tel. 02-5605222
Please confirm your participation by February 8th at hagaib@vanleer.org.il

Parking is not available at the Institute (metered parking is available on the neighboring streets).

